^     A MESSAGE FROM THE UNCONSCIOUS
way. I could get my educational imprimatur simply
by sending a telegram (a short cut, or method of expe-
ditious attainment). In my dream I got my wish,
which is the guiding influence in all dreams, with
everyone. In my dream I was possessed of something
that conditions had denied me in real life. It was not
necessary for me to rest the standard of my educational
rating on any college degree; for anyone could ascertain
my accomplishments in that respect by simply referring
to Miles City. Had not some conditions developed at
that particular place that presupposed an enviable
educational status in the case of myself? (Where I
had been satisfied with myself, for a time at least;
where I had been actually " puffed up/' in fact.)
I think that by this time you will begin to discern
that when a dream is decoded the dreamer knows it.
And when I had got thus far in my analysis it was not
necessary for anyone to have recourse to a mental club
in order to beat the import of my nocturnal experience
into my conscious understanding.
That dream revealed to me the fact that ever
since childhood there had been slumbering in my
unconscious mind a bitter hostility against anyone
and everyone who might have enjoyed better educa-
tional facilities than I had; and I did not know it,
except to a comparatively minor extent. Probably many
thousands of times I had flown off, or had blown up,
when those submerged hostile thoughts had been set
into violent activity by some environmental influence:
but the true reason why I either flew off or blew up had
been concealed from my conscious understanding.
That dream exposed the exact state of unconscious
affairs in this connection; and when I succeeded in

